Solar multi-purpose LED light
Superbright indoor/outdoor solar lamp
with 84 superbright leds

GREAT LIGHTING WITH
THE POWERFUL SOLAR
LAMP SUNFREE 840
INDOOR & OUTDOOR USE
84 SUPERBRIGHT LEDS
PLUG & PLAY
EASY INSTALLATION
LONG LIFE SPAN
NO BULBS CHANGES,
OVER 22 YEARS LED LIFE
SPAN

This multi-purpose solar light
has 84 super bright LED light
bulbs and it is designed for
wall or surface mounting. This
fixture and its solar panel both
have an adjustable support
bracket that allows vertical and
horizontal tilt. The solar panel
is supplied with approximately
5 Mt of cord allowing it to be
positioned where it can capture most sunshine such as
outside on a wall or on a roof
top.. Perfect for use where
electricity is unavailable such
as in or around barns, outbuildings, garden light, sign
light , advertising light, sheds,
cabins, stalls, shelters etc. You
could even use this product
when there are power outages,
or in emergency situations
such as after a hurricane, or in
an RV or tent when camping.
Use for animal and livestock
areas to assist feeding and
maintenance. The floodlight
fixture body incorporates a
photocell (light sensor), a 3way mode switch offering constant on, constant off or auto

mode (on at dusk automatically) and also, very uniquely,
a dimmer switch. This allows
the light intensity to be adjusted accordingly.
ATLANTS LED's typically
last over 22 years so there
are no bulb changes. The
specially designed lens allows a good, even light dispersion.
Color of light output is white
(other upon request)
System comprises of a compact floodlight design with
super efficient solar panel.
On/off/auto mode switch on
fixture body.
Adjustable dimmer switch.
84 super bright LED's
12000mAH rechargeable
batteries
Built-in photocell for automatic night time operation.
High quality 6 watt solar panel mono/polycrystalline
The solar panel can be installed up to 16' (5 metres)
away.

All ABS construction, no
parts to rust. Can be wall
or surface mounted.
Support brackets included .Swivel connections
enabling them to rotate
vertically and horizontally.
Operates up to 6 hours, or
more
Swivel 90 degrees in one
axis and 360 degrees in
another axis
The spot light can point to
any direction. Black, grey
or white colour body available
Lamp dimensions 280
x150 x85 mm (wxdxh) .
Power 6 watts
Gross weight: 1.2 Kg
Packing dimensions: 200 x
290 x 150mm
Number of leds: 84 led
bulbs
20' Container Q'ty: 3400
pcs 40' Container
Q'ty:7500 pcs

